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Month Overview:

Throughout  December the students were involved in several
investigations discussing human impact on the environment, as well as
shedding light on several important causes. We discussed how land art
was a way to identify the beauty of the environment and how they can
adapt similar techniques in their own way.  



Activities and Tasks Overview: 

Students had the chance to investigate different environmental causes.
They worked on research assignments as well as reading more about
Andy Goldsworthy, a british sculptor, who was famous for his land art.
Several mini-workshops were conducted as each student started to work
on developing his/her own idea. Feedback and one to one guidance was
the main teaching strategy approached as the students unraveled their
way around their personal journal they were creating.The process also
included mind mapping, mood board development, sketching and
medium exprementations depending on the students preference. They
were given the choice to create their process journal in several formats.
The unit is student driven and was assigned as a service as action,
promoting awareness of different environmental causes.

Assessment Overview :

All four criteria were covered during this unit, Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking
Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding).  The students presented their
findings and artistic creation during January, reflecting on their 3D
sculpture, discussing reusing waste materials to raise awareness of
different environmental causes.











Month Overview :

This unit focuses on the art of acting techniques and storytelling in dramatic
space. This month we focused in particular on the modern acting techniques.

Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students started to watch and practice examples of dramatic storytelling
techniques and acting with style. Discussion and applying techniques were more
practical. They also learned to turn specific topics into meaningful performance.

Assessment Overview :

A summative assessment was about a specific technique the student will choose
and then he/she will apply it in a short performance. They turned some given
topics into a written story for stage performance.







Month Overview :

We continued  our unit “What is school for?” Students are exposed to
many topics in this unit. We discussed forbidding mobiles at school, some
jobs, personal projects, equality in getting education for everyone and
some means of transport.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

Students discussed the idea of forbidding mobiles at school. They shared  
their own opinions on Google Docs. They recognised some jobs in
masculine and feminine form in French.  They had texts about personal
projects. We had some grammatical topics with videos, games and they
applied the rule on a shared Google Docs. Students had some pictures to
observe and to analyze to compare schools in different places in the
world. They got to know a historical character, Charlemagne, who was
caring. Then, we conducted research about the founder of our school,
Jean-Batiste De La Salle as an important and caring personality for us.
Students read some texts about how students around the world go to
school as means of transport. We watched a video about how school was
in 1960 and we imagined schools in 2060. They did their own reflection
about the unit. Students had “ Pulse Meters” to express their feelings on
that day. All lessons had presentations, videos and games to implement
what we took and they were posted as resources on Managebac and
Google Classroom.

Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

Summative assessment criterion A (Listening ) was held on the 4th of
January 2021.

Service as action (phase 3): 

Students share ideas on how to develop education in our country. They
also did their reflection concerning the “Service as Action”.

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :

Learners continued working on the same unit by discovering the
importance of school and they discussed their favourite materials after
they analyzed the meaning of each material in French.  After that, they
researched ways to describe their school by looking for meanings and
reading an email by Christine that she sent to her friend Malika.
Learners also worked on understanding the rule of forming the close
future and went through different activities to reflect their
understanding.



Assessment Overview (Phase 2): 

Learners had a summative assessment in criterion C (Speaking) on the
19th of December, and criterion A  (Listening) on the 4th of January 2021.

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1):

 Learners continued working on unit 1, we talked about school systems
in different countries in the world and compared between them. We
learned about school subjects and after that, learners customized their
ideal school timetable and shared their work with the whole class.
Regarding grammar topics, we revised the pronominal verbs and after
that we started with the future tense and how to use it. Several activities
were done during the past two months. Assessment overview (phase 1)In
the past two months learners did three summative assessments,
Criterion A (Listening), C (Speaking)  & D (Writing).







Month Overview :

During this unit, students learned several topics. They started with the
prior knowledge of fractions, decimals and percentages. They could find
the percentage of quantities and the percentage change. After that, they
learned about ratios, rates and proportion.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

During this month, students completed working with ratios, they were
able to find any missing amount or to divide any amount within a  given
ratio. Then, they learned about different rates which made them able to
convert between different currencies or measuring systems. Finally, they
learned about the meaning of proportional reasoning. They applied all 
 this knowledge to solve many problems in contexts (Creative thinking
skills). Our classes consisted of using visible routines for both
explanation or even solving questions (Creative Thinking Skills) and this
helped them to be  more engaged and enthusiastic. They also practiced
Collaboration skills in group work activities.

Assessment Overview :

Students had their summative assessment in Criteria A (Knowing and
Understanding), C (Communicating)  and D (Applying Mathematics in
Real-life Contexts) that were related for the first unit. They are having
some pieces of homework as a formative assessment in Criterion A.





Month Overview:

The last two months, we continued our unit on Basketball. Students learned
the strategies in basketball they can use on court defensively. Students
examined how practice in high competency will help the team in the games.

Activities and Tasks Overview:

 Students watched a video on  types of defenses (Man to Man/ Zone 2-3) and
students searched about the advantages and disadvantages of  every defense.
Students watched a basketball game.

Assessment Overview:

Summative Assessment A, where students made a powerpoint presentation
about the updated rules 2017 By FIBA. Summative Assessment B, where the
students chose one of the defenses and made a strategy talking about the
main strength and weakness of the Man to Man or Zone 2-3. Summative
Assessment D, where the students were asked to reflect and evaluate their 
 defensive strategy and explain their performance level.






